Mother Rat To Be Released For Earth Day, 2022!
Celebrate Earth Day with How Mother Rat Invented the World,
a loving fantasy about nature, animals, science, and the remarkable
world we inhabit—for people of all ages.
Full Title: How Mother Rat Invented the World: A Fanciful Tale About
Creation, Love, Serendipity, Rats, and Other Serious Subjects
Authors: William Stubblefield, Merry Stubblefield (Illustrator)
Release Date: Mother Rat will be released on April 7, 2022
Publisher: Practical Tales Publishing
For information on bookstore purchases, or to request advanced
review copies, email: PracticalTales@comcast.net
ISBN: Paperback 978-1-7375091-0-3 (retail $7.99),
Hardcover 978-1-7375091-2-7 (retail $17.99),
Kindle 978-1-7375091-1-0 (retail $2.99)
Genres: Children’s & middle grade fantasy, Animal story, and
Whimsical fantasy for people of all ages.
Description
“A long time ago, before the sun, the moon, the stars—even before
the Earth and sky existed—Mother Rat lived in the workshop.”
The opening words of How Mother Rat Invented the World tell of a workshop that existed outside of space and
time, but to Mother Rat, a very practical packrat, it was simply the home she shared with her three children, her
friend Blue Jay, and the Old Man and Woman. For a long time—although since time did not yet exist, we cannot say how long—the Old Man and Woman struggled to create a universe. But, despite all their knowledge of
physics and mathematics, all their care and hard work, something was missing from their creation’s vast, shining
clockwork—until Mother Rat showed them the importance of chance, diversity, imagination, and love in making a world we all can share.
Mother Rat’s story is a secular creation myth, a love letter to science and invention, a celebration of nature, and
a children’s story for everyone, no matter their age, who embraces imagination, an open heart, and an enduring
sense of wonder.
Author Biography
After a career in computer science, arttificial intelligence, and cognitive
science, William Stubblefield returned to his first love: writing, often fiction
and poetry exploring the intersection of the scientific and the poetic. He
lives in Albuquerque, New Mexico with his wife, Merry and, when not writing, he enjoys working on their mid-century house, playing the guitar, and
embracing life’s adventures, both extraordinary and mundane.
For more information, including a full media kit, visit
https://wmstubblefield.com

